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Search reviewed educational resources by keyword, subject, grade, type, and more
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Manage saved and uploaded resources and folders
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Browse educational resources by subject and topic
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Explore curriculum resources by date
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Timely and inspiring teaching ideas that you can apply in your classroom
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Educator Edition


Save time lesson planning by exploring our library of educator reviews to over 550,000 open educational resources (OER).



	



Learning Explorer


An all-in-one learning object repository and curriculum management platform that combines Lesson Planet’s library of educator-reviews to open educational resources with district materials and district-licensed publisher content.
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Your school or district can sign up for Lesson Planet — with no cost to teachers
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Search over 550,000 teacher-curated reviews to free and open educational resources (OER).




Create playlists of resources using the Collection Builder.




Design and organize personalized, standards-based curriculum with the drag and drop Curriculum Manager.




Deliver custom collections directly to students or share curriculum with colleagues using the Collection Player.
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Rosa Parks - Mini Biography




For Teachers




8th - 12th
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How to Write a Haiku
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Water Cycle: Building a Diagram
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Which solution best fits your needs?










Parent

You are a parent or homeschool teacher looking to support your child's learning.

Select Solution









Educator

You are a PreK-12 teacher or tutor looking for resources to inspire your students.

Select Solution









School or District

You are an administrator or curriculum specialist looking for a way to manage your organization's curriculum.

Select Solution












Explore our solutions.




We're here to help.

Contact us anytime.












Educator Edition



Members gain access to Lesson Planet's extensive library of teacher reviews to open educational resources as well as time-saving curriculum planning and management tools.


Give it a Try
Learn More









































Learning Explorer



Learning Explorer is a learning object repository and curriculum management platform that combines Lesson Planet’s library of educator reviews to open educational resources with district materials and district-licensed publisher content—making it an all-in-one solution for discovering and organizing standards-aligned resources.


Learn More













What educators and parents are saying:























"Lesson Planet has allowed me to build on many lessons that I have done in the past. It's always nice to see how other educators are teaching a concept."







India B.

Whitslett, NC












"As headteacher in an elementary school and one who has a fair amount of dealing with high school students, Lesson Planet has been a dependable resource. The variety of material available suits a whole range subjects and levels."







Jacqueline M.

USA












"I just completed my student teaching in Newark New Jersey. Creating unit plans became a breeze once I joined Lesson Planet. There was a plethora of resources for every teaching standard. Thank you. I had veteran teachers asking me where did I get my resources.  I am now teaching at my cooperative school. Yeah!!!!!!!!!"







Leisa B.

Newark, NJ












"I have been extremely happy with the materials I've located. I'm always looking for new ways to spice things up with my high school students. I use group activities quite often to help my students so finding other ideas is a time-saver for sure. Member since 2010."







Lori H.

Phoenix, AZ












"I really love Lesson Planet and the hundreds of ideas and resources available. For me, your site is a must because I am a first-year teacher and I love all the wonderful lesson plans, worksheets, and volumes of wisdom provided by so many wonderful experienced educators. Thanks!"







Debbie T.

Lindale, TX












"The ability to share lessons and ideas creates an atmosphere that gets even experienced educators excited. There is something on Lesson Planet for every level of education and it is an immense source of knowledge."







Daniel L.

USA












"Lesson Planet has given me more time to teach and plan thoughtful lessons rather than spending that time scouring the Internet for resources and just throwing study guides at students!"







Alexis M.

Bemidji, MN












"As a new teacher I have found this very beneficial in planning lessons and presenting them in different ways."







Christine C.

Hailesboro, NY












"I am the Broadcast teacher in our Louisiana high school. I find many informative resources on Lesson Planet, including videos that I can work into our reports for a more focused, more personal representation of topics."







Jeanne D.

Covington, LA












"Lesson Planet provides me with great lesson plans without having to spend hours upon hours locating them on various websites. Also seeing the ratings of the lesson plans allows me to browse quicker and more efficiently. Member since 2014."







Patience S.

Oak Lawn, IL












"As a teacher of gifted elementary students, I need to have content from several grade levels and subject areas on hand. Lesson Planet keeps these resources available at any time, for all the grade levels I need."







Christine C.

Lawrence, KS












"I LOVE all the resources and printable worksheets! My girls are still in elementary school and the printable worksheets really help me with their homeschool curriculum!"







Rebecca H.

Dunnellon, FL












"I have found so many new ideas that I had never thought of before!  i love using lesson planet to round out my high school, special education, social studies lesson plans. So far it has been worth every penny."







Gena M.

Tucson, AZ












"As an online high school teacher, LP has helped me tremendously with extra resources! I have been able to use additional supplemental materials from here and students are able to gain more knowledge and a different perspective."







Eileen P.

Phoenix, AZ












"Lesson Planet helps me find fantastic ideas to spin off of and approach with my alternative education high school students. This site gives me just what I need to add to motivate them!"







Colleen M.

Virginia Beach, VA












"Lesson Planet has greatly assisted me in finding appropriate worksheets to accompany my lesson plans. I recently switched from high school to junior high and needed assistance in finding grade appropriate material."







Hilary D.

Fresno, CA












"I train teachers pre-K-12 to use the arts to teach any subject (arts integration). Lesson Planet has given me some great ideas to share as we all attempt to make the arts an important part of every child's education."







Charlotte T.

Mississippi State, MS












"I became a self-contained middle school teacher this year and I was not prepared for the amount of extra planning involved in teaching every subject. Lesson Planet has helped me build plans for the subjects that give me the most trouble."







Stephen B.

Nashville, TN












"Lesson Planet has helped me a lot with my previous grade levels from K-6. Now I am reinstating my membership because I know it can help me more with my middle school special education classes."







Carmelita J.

Jamesville, VA












"This is our family's first school year homeschooling and over the summer we started Lesson Planet to help keep the kids busy. I love all the resources available to us at a price we can afford."







Qismat Z.

Columbus, OH












"Lesson Planet has been a valuable resource for a poverty-stricken school district! The ability to provide differentiated instruction across a broad spectrum of subjects has helped me be a better teacher for my students."







John M.

Calhoun, GA












"I have found some wonderful resources to use with my students through Lesson Planet. I am a former public school teacher who has taken on a private home school in order to meet the needs of those students who are not being served properly in the public school setting. I want to shift the focus from standardized tests back to LEARNING."







Melanie B.

New Port Richey, FL












"The lessons are so well laid out and comprehensive, it is a delight to be able to plug them in to my curriculum. Working within an alternative school, I need to provide my students with clear and specific information, links, and directions. Lesson Planet helps me find it all. Thank you so much!"







Jay I.

Marshall, NC












"I am a special education teacher at a High School in Texas. I teach 45 subjects in 7 periods. Without Lesson Planet, I would drown just in the preparation. Thanks Lesson Planet."







Sindy M.

Abilene, TX












"Lesson Planet is a huge resource for me as a homeschool mom and teacher of multiple age groups and classroom topics. Thank you so much!"







Jennifer D.

San Diego, CA












"The lesson plans I have found have helped me with my Extended School Year class for children with special needs."







Sabrina B.

Dallas, TX












"Lesson Planet is absolutely amazing! I teach at a school in the Dominican Republic and rely heavily on the internet for resources. Now, I no longer have to sift through the huge amounts of irrelevant information generated by internet search engines - I love being able to find creative lessons and worksheets for my students in a matter of minutes!"







Erica A.

Durham, NC












"Lesson Planet has helped me immensely! I have a great curriculum geared toward gifted and exceptional students. However, I need to differentiate so much (I am at a private school). Lesson Planet has been a GREAT supplement to these needs!"







Stephanie S.

Lone Tree, CO












"Lesson Planet helps me find lesson plans that are easy to implement."







Tom P.

Chippewa Falls, WI












"Lesson Planet has helped me tremendously when completing my final lesson plans for my arts integration lesson plan. It is quite easy to use."







Lisa B.

Estero, FL












"Lesson Planet is Amazing! The subject matters & lessons I was searching for were there in abundance!  teach several different subjects and Lesson Planet is a One Stop Shop for me! Lesson Planet makes it simple and easily accessible. Immense Gratitude!"







Rachel H.

USA












"I have use Lesson Planet for inspiration in creating lesson plans. It is a great source. I appreciate everything about Lesson Planet."







Mary H.

Newport News, VA












"Lesson Planet has helped me save time searching for appropriate lesson plans for my adult students.  I have found interesting lesson plans and activities on this site that I would not have been able to find otherwise."







Rene D.

Oregon, OH












"Lesson Planet provided me with various worksheets to supplement lessons for my multi-grade class. Members since 2013. You are doing an excellent job by helping me find a wide range of materials for core subjects."







Maria C.

Moreno Valley, CA












"Lesson Planet helped me as a teacher by providing lesson plans and worksheets on subjects for my students. Member since 2012."







Charmaine E.

Scranton, SC












"YES!!! LP is a quick place to get worksheets that I can use in my ESL classroom. I like that each lesson is identified by lesson or worksheet specific tabs for a quick reference when browsing."







Leah G.

Huntington, WV












"Lesson Planet has made giving my English lessons so much easier. I can go on Lesson Planet and prepare lessons for my Japanese students with ease and save my lessons for future use. I am new to Lesson Planet, but have found it to be very useful."







Diana H.

USA












"Lesson Planet helped me in finding extra practice worksheets for my ESL and developmental English students."







Susan R.

Mineral Point, MO












"Lesson Planet has certainly helped me. I am currently an 8th grade US History teacher and have downloaded multiple primary sources off of this site. Please keep up the good work. Great resource."







Albert J.

White Hall, AR












"I love Lesson Planet because it connects me to great websites that have a wealth of information for myself and students. For example, I recently found two great history websites that have a huge amount of pictures--a great place for my foreign language students who need visual aids to comprehend American history. I love Lesson Planet because the lessons are often easy to adapt for a variety of learners."







Vanessa B.

Stoneham, MA












"Lesson Planet has given me a great deal of hands-on ideas for math. Using many of these ideas, my students are learning more and I hear comments on a daily basis like, 'Thanks for making math fun!'"







Felicia M.

Montgomery, AL












"Lesson Planet has cut down on my planning time for science and social studies. It has given me creative ideas for units and materials for math centers and materials to share at grade level planning."







Kristen A.

Parkton, NC












"I've been able to find useful labs and powerpoint presentations for all my science classes."







Marian I.

Redlands, CA












"I know I can always count on Lesson Planet when I need lessons and ideas for my science class. It's been an invaluable resource."







Matt T.

Akron, OH












"This is my first year teaching earth science and Lesson Planet has been a big help. I am able to get lessons that are exciting and rigorous. Thanks."







Vickie P.

Covington, GA












"This website has helped in creating better lessons for my ELL students in Science."







Darien B.

Labelle, FL
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